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Consider an air bubble CL, surrounded by ideal fluid subject to a gravity field. 
The bubble will evolve in time t to occupy a set L2,; both 8, and the velocity field 
of the fluid outside 0, are to be determined. The math~mati~l fo~ulation of this 
classical free boundary problem is well known, but there do not seem to be any 
existence theorems in the literature. In this paper we consider the problem in two 
dimensions and for axially symmetric data in three dimensions, under a simplified 
“quasi-stationary” assumptions in both cases. We prove existence, uniqueness, and 
regularity of the solution (including regularity of the free boundary %Q,) for a small 
time interval. 0 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Consider a domain G in W” (n = 2 or n = 3) filled with ideal, incom- 
pressible, and irrotational fluid, and subject to a uniform gravity field. We 
assume that initially an air bubble occupies a region ItO in G and we wish 
to study its evolution Sz, in time t. If n = 3 then we assume that L2, is 
axially symmetric with respect to the vertical axis, and that the gravity field 
is (for both n=3 and n= 2) in the direction of the negative vertical axis. 
The horizontal axis is designated as the x-axis and the vertical axis is 
designated as the y-axis, as usual. Then the velocity potential u satisfies 
Au=0 in G\W,, (1.1) 
where A is the Laplacian in two or axially symmetric three dimensions, 
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We set X= (x, y) in both cases, n = 2 and n = 3. 
Denote by IL!, 1 the volume of Q2,. We assume that the pressure p of air 
in the bubble is constant, at each time t, and that the constant is deter- 
mined by the equation of state 
thus 
p jf2, 1 y = const. = c0 > 0 (y zz 1.8); 
p=& in 0,. 
By Bernoulli’s law, 
U, + f lVu[ * + gy + p0 = constant depending on t = b(t), (1.2’) 
where gy is the gravity potential and p0 is the pressure on dQn, from the 
fluid’s side. In this paper we ignore the surface tension (which is reasonable 
for large bubbles) and then, by continuity of the pressure function, p = p0 
along da,. We also make a “quasi-stationary” assumption; namely, we 
drop the term U, and take b(t) = constant = b in Bernoulli’s law (see 
however Remark 5.1). We thus obtain the relation 
;lVul*+gy+&=b on asz,. (1.2) 
, 
The equation of continuity in the fluid implies that the velocity of the 
fluid at aQ, in the normal direction coincides with the velocity of the 
boundary of the bubble. Thus, if we can represent aQ, by @(X, t) = 0 then 
V,u.V,@= --Qt on {@=O}. (1.3) 
In order to complete the formulation of the bubble problem we need to 
prescribe conditions on aG for all t > 0. 
In the sequel we use polar coordinates (r, 0) for n = 2 and (r, 8, qi) for 
n= 3 (0<8<2rr, O<d<x). We shall assume that Q, is a smooth star- 
shaped domain 
% = {r < Rd@) if n=2,R,EC*+“, 
QO = {r< M4)) if n=3, RoEC2+a, 
(1.4) 
for some O<cr<l. Set 
@,,(r, 0) = r - R,( 0) if n = 2, 
@dr, 4) = r - Rd4) if n=3. 
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For most of the paper we assume that 
G=R” (n=2orn=3); (1.5) 
in the last section (Section 5), we consider the case where G is a bounded 
domain. For n = 2 we prescribe the behavior of u at cc by 
4x f) = wag IJC ) as IXI-+cc. 
Since u is harmonic, this is equivalent to 
u(X,t)=A(t)logIX(+B(t)+O h 
( > 
for some constants A(t), B(t) which may depend on t; A(f) is not 
prescribed and is determined by the solution, but B(t) is an arbitrary 
constant. We shall normalize u by choosing B(t) = 0. Then the condition at 
co becomes 
as /XI+co,n=2 (1.6) 
where A(t) is a bounded function which is not prescribed. For n = 3 we 
impose the condition 
1 
24(X, t)=B(t)+O (xl 
( > 
as IX(+cc, 
and again we normalize u by choosing B(t) = 0. Thus, 
1 
4x [I=0 K ( > as 1x1 +co,n=3. (1.7) 
We seek a solution u with L2, star-shaped, i.e., 
x2,: r = R(B, t) if n=2(0<0<2n), 
x12,: r = R(f9, 4, t) if n=3 (0<8<27c,O<q4<71), 
where r = 1x1; since, however, we consider only axially symmetric solutions 
for n = 3, R(8, 4, t) will be a function of just (4, t). 
THEOREM 1.1. Zf 
(1.8) 
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then there exists a unique solution (u(X, t), R(B, t)) of (l.l)-(1.6) for 
0 < t < T, for some small T > 0, with the following properties: 
R,, R,, Roe are continuous in (0, t), 
RisinC’+” in 8, uniformly in t, 
u, D,u, Diu are continuous in (X, t) 
for XE R2\Q,, O<t<T, 
u is in C2+’ in XE: Iw2\Q,, uniformly in t 
(1.9) 
and 
V,u(X, t) # 0 if XE lR=\Q,, O< t < T. (1.10) 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in Section 2. In Section 3 we shall prove: 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose R,(8) E Cm+ ’ +’ (C “). Zf T is sufficiently small, 
independently of m, then there exists a unique solution of (1.1 t( 1.6) with the 
properties asserted in Theorem 1.1, and 
R(B, t), Re(t3, t)belong to Cm+’ (Cz) 
in (0, t), 0 < 8 < 2x, 0 d t < T; (1.11) 
iffurther R,(8) is analytic , then 
R(0, t) is analytic in 0, VO<t<T. (1.12) 
Before stating existence results for n = 3, we wish, by way of motivation, 
to give an alternative formulation of Theorem 1.1. Consider the problem 
in R2: 
Au, =0 in d, = (r > R,(8)}, 
uo = A log /XI+ 0 
1 
( > 
Ix( as 1x1 + cc, A to be determined, 
;lVu,l=+gy+&=b 
(1.13) 
on as?,, 
0 
vu, #O in 6,. 
From Lemma 2.1 it follows that this problem has a unique solution uo. Set 
Qo(X, t) = r -- R,(8) + [V,(r - R,(B)) .V,u,] t. (1.14) 
Then 
V,@, .v,u, = -$ at t =O. (1.15) 
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THEOREM 1.1’. If T is sufficiently small then there exists a unique 
solution of (l.l)-( 1.6) with @(X, t) = r - R(0, t) for 0 < t < T satisfying (1.9) 
and 
I@-@oIc;y <6,(To) (Q. = Do(r, e)), 
Iu - uo I c-g=.” < 6,( To) VO < To < T, 
where 6,( To) + 0 zf To -+ 0. 
Here, for any YE R(8, t), 
where the Lm-norm and the Holder coefftcients H, are taken over 
13 E [0,27r] for @ and over {r > R(0, t)} for u( ., t). 
Consider next the axially symmetric case (n = 2). We require: 
There exists a solution u,(X) of 
AU, = 0 in {r > R,(4) - 6,) for some 6, > 0 (26, < min R,(b)), 
; lVuo12+gTy+&=h 
(1.16) 
on %I, (g’ constant, g’ > 0), 
0 
1 
uo(X)= 0 pq ( > as /XI -+co, 
and 
auo>o 
th 
along dQo, where v is the inward 
normal with respect o Q,. (1.17) 
Set 
@o(X t) = r - R,(d) - CVx(r - Ro(4)) ~V,uo(X)I t (1.18) 
and note that (1.15) is satisfied. Thus the free boundary conditions (1.2) 
with g = g’) and (1.3) are satisfied for (u,, Go) at t = 0. 
We now state an existence and uniqueness theorem of a solution for 
(1.1)-(1.5), (1.7) “near” (u,, Qo): 
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THEOREM 1.3. Assume that (1.16), (1.17) hold. Then there exist small 
positive constants Ed, T such that, if (g - g’l < vO, then there exists a 
unique solurion of (l.l)-( l.S), (1.7) for 0 < t < T with @(X, t) = r - R(#, t) 
satisfying the regularity properties (1.9) with 0 replaced by QI, and 
I@ - @, I f$” f 6, (@Jo = r - R*(~)), (1.19) 
IU-u*IC3+*.o <c&J Jo (1.20) 
for any T, d T, where 6, = S,( T,, g) is a positive number; further 
6, +o if /g-g’/ -+O, To 40. 
The norms in (1.19X (1.20) are defined as 
where H, is the Holder coefficient, and, considering u as a function of 
(x,, x2, xX) in R3 and V as (8/8x,, &Gx,, 8/8x,), 
where 8, E ((x,, x2, x,); r > R(d, t) 1. 
One can state a variant Theorem 1.1’ whereby in (1.13) g is replaced by 
g’ and 1 g - g’] is small enough. 
The main difference between Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.3 is that for the 
latter theorem we require the additional assumptions (1.16), (1.17). These 
assumptions are required since we do not have an extension of Lemma 2.1 
to n= 3. Assumptions (1.16), (1.17) can be verified only in special cases, 
such as when g’ = 0 and O0 is a ball; in this case uo, Cp, are given by (1.26), 
(1.27) below. Some non-uniqueness results for Problem (1.16) for n = 3 are 
established by Backus [2]. 
Analogously to Theorem 1.2 we have: 
THEOREM 1.4. Suppose (1.16), (1.17) ho~dandR~{~)~C~*~‘+~ (Cm). If 
T is sufficiently small, independentl~~ of m, there exists a unique solution of 
(1.1 )( 1.5), (1.7) with the properties asserted in Theorem 1.3, and 
R(q5, t), R,(#, t) belong to C’“+” (Cm) 
in I#I, t 0~~66~n,O~frT; 
iffurther R,(4) is analytic, then 
R($, t) is analytic in I$, QO < t < T. 
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The method of proof of Theorem 1.3 extends to the case where G is any 
bounded domain in R” (n = 2 on n = 3), and 
ag+bu=h on BG, (1.23) 
where b > 0 and either a = 0 or a > 0 along aG. 
When g=O (zero gravity) explicit solutions of (1.1 t(1.6) are given by 
u = A(f) log Y, @=r-p(t), (1.24) 
where 
;(p’)‘=b-&, P’P = A, 
and of (l.l)-(1.5), (1.7) by 
B(t) IA=---, @ = r - R(t), 
r 
where 
;(W2=b-&> R’R’ = B. 
(1.25) 
(1.27) 
Numerical work on an axisymmetric bubble in an ideal incompressible 
fluid under gravity is described in Van Tuyl and Collins [7]; see also other 
references mentioned in [7]. Earlier numerical work on non-spherical bub- 
bles appears in Plesset and Chapman [S]; see also [6]. An approximate 
model is considered in [S]. The numerical work in [7] shows that a global 
smooth solution does not exist; in fact, the bubble splits into two com- 
ponents in finite time, which afterwards recombine, then (probably) splits 
again, etc. 
2. THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM; EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
Let 
D, = ((0, t); -cc < 0 < co,0 < t < T}, 
D Z,,T=((e,t);O~ed27C,Odt6T}, 
C,,(D,) = {We, 1) E COP.), R(8 + 27~ t) = R(B, f,}, 
Cyn+l,o(DT)= (R(8, ~)EC,,(D.), R(., t)~F+‘in 0, 
uniformly with respect o t}; 
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if RE C;l’+““(DT) then 
is finite. If R E CyX+ “*‘(DT) is independent of t then we say that R belongs 
to Czn. 
Let fi = {r > y(8)) where y E C;,. Consider the problem 
Au=0 in d, 
IV4 * = Q(z) on aB, 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
u(z) = A log IZI + 0 
1 
( > 
m as lz(-+co, 
for some real constant A, (2.3) 
vuzo in 6, (2.4) 
where Q is a given continuous function. Notice that (2.3) and (2.4) imply 
that 
c’< [Vu1 <c’ 
I4 IZI 
(c,, c2 positive constants), (2.5) 
and, conversely, (2.5) implies that (up to an additive constant) u satisfies 
(2.3), (2.4). 
LEMMA 2.1. If Q > 0 on ad thus then exists a unique solution of 
(2.1 b(2.4). 
This result was proved, in a slightly different form, by Backus [l]. We 
give here a detailed proof since we shall need to derive from it some 
regularity results. 
Proof Let go be the solution of 
Ago=0 in 8, 
go = log(lzl Q(z)) on ad, (2.6) 
lim sup Igo < 00. 
IZI - m 
Since go(z) is bounded in a neighborhood of z = co, the function go( l/c) 
has a removable singularity at i = 0. Therefore there exists a holomorphic 
function G,(z) in d such that 
Re Go(z) = go(z); 
Go is uniquely determined by G,( co ) = g,( co ). 
(2.7) 
505/81./l-10 
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(2.8) 
Now, if u is a solution of (2.1)-(2.4) then the function 
f(z) = u, - iu, 
is holomorphic in 6. Since 
sup log 12 Vu(z)1 < co, by WA 
log Izf(z)/ is harmonic in fi and, by uniqueness for (2.6), 
h3 lzffz)l = go. (2.9) 
Since zf(~)e-~~‘~’ is holomorphic in s”i and Izf(z)e-Ga”‘I = 1 (by (2.9)), this 
holomorphic function must be constant, i.e., 
g-(z) = p~&o(~) 
for some B0 E [0, 2711. From (2.8), (2.3), 
1 zf(z)=A+O G ( > 
and thus 
It follows that 8e = 0 and consequently 
Set 
e”(r) 
- dz = eGO(m) zz /f. 
z 
Then the function 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
is holomorphic in d with h( co) = 0. Setting 
ii(z) = A log jz/ + Re h(z) (2.12) 
we deduce that 
1 g2, - iii, = -@o(s) = u, - iuy (by (2-W). (2.13) 
Z 
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Since both u and ii have the form A log JzI + O(l/jz]) near co, we deduce 
from (2.13) that u = ii, which proves uniqueness of the solution of 
(2.1~(2.4). Since ii is clearly a solution of (2.1)-(2.4), the proof of the 
lemma is complete. 
LEMMA 2.2. If R(6) E Cs,’ ‘, Q( 0) E C :,+ OL then the solution u of 
(2.1)-(2.4) belongs to C3+u(6) and 
where q( .) is a function which depends only on mm Q, IQ],::~. 
Proof. From (2.7) it follows that 
Go E C2+‘(8) 
and therefore, by (2.1 l), (2.13), u E C 3+a(G). The proof of (2.14) is similar. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let RI(@), R,(B) belong to C:Ja and let Q1, Q, belong to 
C2 i-a on r = R, and r = R, respectively. Denote by ui the solution of 
(2.1 j-(2.4) corresponding ro R,, Qj, and set Q,(O) = Q~(Ri~e), 8). Then 
lu,(R,(@, 0) - u2w2m @Ic?+= 
<(IR, -&lc~+.+lQ, -QzIcl+” ?> 1 (2.15) 
where q depends only on min Q , , min Q2, and the C’,J a-norms of Q, , Q,, 
R,, 4. 
Proof: Denote by gOi the function go corresponding to ui (in the proof 
of Lemma2.1). Let R=R, -t-6 where S=2supIR, -RZI; then R is in 
Cz+Or. Denote by ti the solution of (2.1~(2.4) in fr > R) with Qi(0), and 
by gOi the function g, corresponding to ii,. 
Since gOi is in C2 + a, 
IL:goi--oilr=R/~1+.~CIR~ -- 2lcl+“. 
From the representation formulas in Lemma 2.1 it follows that 
l”i - fiilC2+alr>R) GC (RI -R~ICI+~. 
Next, by Cl+’ elliptic estimates (e.g. [4, p. 138]), 
ISol -&xlcl+a~CC(Q~ -Q,l,l+= 
and therefore by the representation formulas of Lemma 2.1, 
(2.16) 
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Combining this with (2.16) we deduce that 
Finally, since ui is in C3+“{r > R,}, the assertion of (2.15) follows. 
Consider the problem 
aR(e, 1)T+A(e, t) me, t) ~ = B(B, t), ae (2.17) 
we, 0) = Yom yo E C2+a. (2.18) 
LEMMA 2.4. If A(0, t) and B(8, t) belong to C:z a(DT) then there exists 
a unique solution R(t), t) of (2.17), (2.18); further, R(8, t) is periodic in 8 of 
period 27c, it belongs to C:f: “,‘(DT), and 
IR(e, t) - ~fo(e)lc2+a,o < pt, (2.19) 
where p depends only on 
IAlc2+,,o + JBICz+r,o. 
Proof: Consider the characteristic equation 
4 
x= A($, t), 
with 
*(o) = 5 
and denote the solution by t+b(t; 5). By uniqueness, +(t; 5 + 27r) = $(t; 0. 
Also 
a** --e at*- S~dAldw((r;5),r)dr 5 r a2A o p ($(t; 0,~) v dz, (2.21) 
from which it follows that $ E Ci,‘“*“(DT). 
Since a$/ag > 0, the function 0 = $(t; 5) has an inverse 5 = <(e; t) and it 
is in C2+a*o(D,), with 
r(e + 2x; t) = <(e; t) + 2n. (2.22) 
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Since, by (2.17), dR($(t; 0, t)/dt = B(@(t; t), I), the unique solution of 
(2.17), (2.18) is given by 
R(& t) = y,(8) + jr B($(? 6x6 t)), t) A. (2.23) 
0 
From (2.22) we deduce that R(6’+ 2n, t) = R(0, t). Also 
aR 
z=‘b+ j 
-wx, 
o a$ ag a0 ’ 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
It follows that RE C’,,+=,“(D.) and (2.19) holds. 
LEMMA 2.5. If A,, Bi E C i,“-‘(D7) for i= 1, 2 and Ri is the solution of 
(2.17), (2.18) corresponding to Ai, B,, then 
IR1 -RJc~+..o~pt{lA~ --A21c1+q~Tj+IB1 -B21C~+qDT~}, (2.26) 
where p depends only on 
ProojI Let $j = t,hi(t; 5) be the solutions of 
Then 
$1(0; 0 = $2(Q 4) = tf 
Iti1 -~,Icl+z.O bC IA, -A21Cl+o.0(DT.). 
where C depends on the C2 +‘,’ -norm of Ai, Bi. Using (2.20), (2.21), and 
(2.23), (2.25) we easily deduce Assertion (2.26). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Choose M positive and small such that, for 
some positive constant CL, 
1 
M<~min R,(B),h-gR,(B)-&>pzO 
if IR,(0) - R,(O)1 < M, IQ, I = v0l{r < R(B)}. (2.27) 
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Introduce the set 
For every R(0, t) E KL let u(X, t) be the solution of 
Au=0 in R*\sZ,, 
~Ivu12=b-gy-j& on &S,, 
I (2.28) 
vuzo in W’\sZ,, 
u(z) = A log IZI + 0 as IzI -+ co, for some constant A. 
By Lemma 2.1 (here we need the second inequality of (2.27)) u exists and 
is unique, and, by Lemma 2.2, u satisfies (2.14) for all t E [O, T]. From the 
proofs of Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 it also follow that u E C:: cI’o(DT). 
Consider next the problem 
a&e, t) 1 au 
at +R2(e,t)de 
a&e, t) 
(N4 t), 0, t) ae= 
au(~(e, t), 8, t) 
ar ’ (2.29) 
R(e, 0) = R,(e). 
By Lemma 2.4 there exists a unique solution w(tI, t) and 
I&e, t) - Rowic~JE.O d pt, 
where p depends only on M. Hence the mapping S defined by 
SR=i? 
satisfies 
S(K;)cKL (2.30) 
if T is sufficiently small. 
Next, by Lemma 2.3 and the definitions of Q,, Q2, 
bhuw, the, t) - u,(R,(e, a 8, f)iC2+m.0 
<C/R, -R,l,t+..o VR,,R, in KL. (2.31) 
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Also, by Lemma 2.5 we have 
Iii, --~I~l+~.o <pPt{lA, --A21Cl+q&.)+ p, -&ICl+q&)f 
where 
A,=aui/ae B,=&i I RT ’ ’ ar’ 
Using (2.3 1) we conclude that 
ISR, -SSR21C~+u,o <$ IR, -RRzIc,+..o (2.32) 
provided T is sufficiently small. Thus S is a contraction in KL with respect 
to the C’ +a,o-norm. 
Using (2.30), (2.32) we can now show by a standard iteration argument 
that S has a fixed point in K L and that this point is unique. 
Equation (2.29) for the fixed point ii = R is equivalent to (1.3) with 
Q, = r - R(B, t). It follows that (u, R) forms a solution of (l.lk(1.6); the 
continuity of u, D,u, D$u in t follows by the continuity of R(8, t) in t and 
Lemma 2.3. 
Uniqueness of the solution follows from the uniqueness of the fixed point 
of s. 
3. REGULARITY OF THE FREE BOUNDARY 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. We shall assume that R,(O) is 
analytic in 8 and prove Assertion (1.12) and the infinite differentiability of 
R(0, t) in (0, t); the proof also yields Assertion (1.11) in case R,(O) is in 
Cm+’ (or Cm). 
Analyticity of a function w(x) (x E 52) means that w E C-(Q) and that for 
every compact set No c 52 there holds 
sup ID”w(x)( < C,C”‘m! (m = 1, 2, ,..) 
xeNo 
for some constants Co, C. We shall establish these properties for R(f3, t) as 
a function of 0 in a slightly different (yet entirely equivalent) form, 
lD;R(O, t)l 6 AoA”p3(m - 3)!, 
H,[D;R(O, t)]&40A”-3+a(m-3++)!, 
(3.1) 
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where A’= 1 if I< 0, and H,(u) is the Holder coefficient of u (in the 
variable 0); (3.1) will be established uniformly in t. 
We shall henceforth use the notation 
to mean that 
and 
Instead of working with the solution which was constructed in Section 2 
and showing that it has an increasing number of derivatives, we shall 
proceed to establish directly existence of a solution of (l.l)-( 1.6) which is 
Coo in 8 and satisfies (3.1). 
We shall need the following lemma of Bemelmans and Friedman [3]: 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose w(x) (x E G) satisfies 
ID”‘4 p(c) <A,A"-*(m-2)!, O<mbk (3.2) 
and h(z) (z E D) satisfies 
lD”hl cucDj Q A,AmP2(m - 2)!, O<m<k, 
where D contains the set {w(y); YE G}. Zf A is sufficiently large depending 
only on A,,, then 
ID:h(w(x))l cE(cj < CA,A”-*(m - 2)!, O<m<k, 
where C is a constant depending only on AO. 
Here w may be a vector-valued function. We apply the lemma with 
w = (R(B), R’(O), R”(O), e), where 
0 <co d C, - gzz(e) sin 8 <t, 
Eo aw)d&, 
lD”R(0)l < AoA”-3(m- 3)!, O<m<k, 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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with h(w) being any one of the functions 
Q(R(O), 0) = log(C, - gR(0) sin 0), 
a(r, R(%), R’(6)) = r2 (l+~), 
(3.6) 
b(r, R(Q), R’(B)) = -ZrR’(~)/R(~), 
c(r, R(B), R’(8), R”(8)) = -r 
(R’(0))’ R”(B) 
1+ 2 ~- - 
R2(@ 1 R(o) ’ 
where r is a parameter, 1 6 r < 3. We get: 
COROLLARY 3.2. There exists a constant C, depending only on A, such 
thatfor O<mmk, 
lDFQ(R(Q, @)lcGcsl, < C,AoA”-3(m-3)!, 
ID:-‘a(r, R(B), R’(S))/cqslj d C,A,Am-3(m- 3)!, 
ID:-‘bfr, R(8), R’(@))lCb(s~j < C,A,A”-3(m-3)!, 
ID~-2~(r, R(B), R’(e), RN(fl))\Cz(S~l < C,A,A”-3(m - 3)!, 
provided A is sufficiently large, depending only on A,, Q. 
We now proceed as in Section 2 but assume that in Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 R(8) 
satisfies also (3.3~(3.5). Then, in addition to the assertions of Lemmas 2.1, 
2.2. we have: 
LEMMA 3.3. Under the additional assumptions (3.3~(3.5), if 
v = log IV241 2, 
w(r, f?) = v(rR(B), 8) (090<22n, l<r<oo), 
then 
m-3 
I%D?-2w(r, ~)l.~,s~.cl,,,,G CzAo (m - 3)! (3.7) 
for all 0 ,< m < k, 2 6 p < 3, provided A is sufficiently large, depending on 
Ao, ~0. 
Proof: The function w satisfies 
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4r, NW, VW,, + b(r, we WQ)w,, + wee 
= c(r, R(B), R”(8))w, in L!P\B,, (3.8) 
me) = ecw), e), (3.9) 
where a, b, c are defined in (3.6). Differentiating s times with respect to 0, 
we get 
@s,w),, + W”,w),, + (D;w)ee = F, + F, + F,, 
wa, 0) = wme), e) 
(3.10) 
where 
s-1 
F, = - c 
0 
’ DipYa.(D;w),,, 
y=o Y 
s-1 
F2=-c 
0 
’ D;pYb.(D;~)ro, 
y=o y 
F3=i ’ 
0 y-0 Y 
D”e- y. (D; w),. 
By Schauder’s interior-boundary estimates, 
lD:D;wIcqs~ x C,,P3) + (r-p)* Hf’” C1,p’(Df D;w) 
+ i lFiI~0~s~x~t.p~) 
I=1 
+ (~-/I)~H;‘-“(F~) + (r-p)-l 1 
x CIDxD”,wlco~s~x~~,,~~ + (r-P)CIHs’“C1,p3(D,DSB~)I 
+ (r-K2 ClDSewIcqs~x[~,pl) 
+ (r-~)~ H~‘“C1,P’(D;~)] 
1 
, (3.11) 
for any 1 < p < r < 3. We now use induction; assuming (3.7) to hold for 
m < s we shall prove it for m = s. For this purpose we choose p, r satisfying 
p=3-6, l-=3-b’, 6’= l-f 6. 
( > 
By Corollary 3.2, 
lD*+“Ql ce’(sl) < CIAoA”-‘(s- l)!; 
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also 
+ 
+” HS1 X [l,f’l (0; D;-Ya) 
sa OL 1 
S-1 
a 
s! 
y=o Y! (S-Y)! 
C+4pY-2(s-y4)! f.tj Y-1 
0 
(Y - 1Y 
d (s - 1 )! 
if A is large enough (depending only on C). Similarly we can estimate F,, 
Fj. Using these estimates in (3.11) and estimating (rather immediately) the 
remaining terms on the right-hand side of (3.11) by the inductive 
hypothesis, we find that (3.7) holds for m = s. 
From the definition of u in Lemma 3.3 we have 
22 + u2 = e” x Y 
so that, by differentiation and use of Au = 0, we get 
U xx = SLUX - UyUy)r 
U XY = 2 +yu, + u*u,), 
U YY = 2 quyuy - u,u,). 
We can now apply Di and, using Lemma 3.3, proceed inductively to 
estimate the derivatives of D2u on the boundary, 
ID2 Dye’u(R(O), O)Ic~~s~~ < CA”-3(m- 3)! 
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for all 0 d m <k. Setting 
A(B) = &)g (R(e), 0 
(3.12) 
we obtain 
lD”A(@l cg(s~) + IDmB(B)ICu(S1j < CA”-3(m - 3)!. (3.13) 
At this point we take R = R(8, t) as in Section 2, define the corre- 
sponding u = U(I, 8, t), and then the functions A = A(8, t), B= B(e, t), 
defined as in (3.12), depend on t and satisfy (3.13), uniformly in t. 
We define &0, t) to be the solution of 
aW 
z+A(e, t)$=B(tl, t) in S’ x [0, T], (3.14) 
R(e, 0) = R,(e). 
Lemma 2.4 is then valid and, in addition: 
LEMMA 3.4. If for some N> 0, 
ID~R,(B)IC~(S~j < NAme3(m-3)! 
then, for all 0 < t < T, 
(3.15) 
Vm<k (3.16) 
lww 111 c~c,l,<(N+C3T)A”P3(m-3)! trm<k, (3.17) 
where C, is a constant independent of N, T, A. 
Proof: Apply D; to (3.14) and use the representation (2.23) for Dii? to 
conclude that 
where T(r) is the CX(S ‘)-norm of 
s-1 
- 
c(> 
’ D;-YA(8, t) .D;(D,i?(tl, t)). 
y=o Y 
If we estimate r by using the induction hypothesis, Assertion (3.17) 
follows. 
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We now define 
K= {R(B, t)eK;, lD”R(0, t)l.~(,~) &4,A”-3(m-3)! 
for all 0 < t Q T, 1 < m < co }, 
where A, =N+ 1, N as in (3.16). From Lemma 3.4 we see that the 
mapping S: R + i? maps K into itself if T is small enough. Since S is also 
a contraction in the C ’ + cL -norm (as in Section 2) it has a fixed point. This 
yields a solution of (l.lt(1.6) with 0 -P R(0, t) analytic. Consequently also 
17(r, 8, t) E u(rR(B, t), 8, t) is analytic in (r, 0). From the differential equa- 
tion (1.3) for R it follows that aR/& is C m in 8. By differentiating in t the 
equation for ii we find that X/at is C m in 8; hence, by differentiating (1.3) 
with respect to t we find that a2Rlat2 is C” in 8, etc. In this way we 
conclude that R is C” in (0, t). 
4. THE AXIALLY SYMMETRIC CASE 
Denote by S2 the unit sphere in R3. We shall use Cartesian coordinates 
(x, y, z) as well as polar coordinates (r, 8,d) with 0 < 0 <2n, 0 < 4 < rc. 
IffEC ,+,(G) where G is symmetric with respect to the z axis and f is 
independent of 0, then we say that f is axially symmetric, and write 
f E C;+‘(G). Thus, in particular, 
C ;+“(S2) = { R(B, 4) E Cm+a(S2); R(B, 4) is independent of e}. 
Consider the problem 
Aw=O in fi= {r> R(& 4); (0, d)eS2}, (4.1) 
v~,.v~=h(e,~) on as”i, (4.2) 
w(co)=O, (4.3) 
where u. is as in (1.16), (1.17) (with R,(4) as in (1.4)), and R(8, 4)~ 
R,(4) - $8,. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose RECK+“, h~ci+‘(S~). Zf 
IR-Rolcl <a,, a, sufficiently small (4.4) 
then there exists a unique solution w of (4.1t(4.3) in C3+a(8), w 
independent of 8, and 
Iwlc~+agj) <C Ihlcz+z (S2), (4.5) 
where C is a constant depending only on a, and on (RIC~+n (S2). 
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Proof: We solve (4.1)-(4.3) by introducing a sequence of truncations 
S?i,=fin{r<N}, N-+m 
and solving (4.1) in d, with the boundary conditions (4.2) and 
w=o on {r=N}. 
Denote the corresponding solutions by wN. Then, by comparison, 
fW,& in W, 
r 
if A is such that 
vu VA=&l>h 
0’ av r2 on r r = R(B, 4). 
We can now use elliptic estimates to deduce that a subsequence of wN is 
convergent o a solution w of (4.1)-(4.3). 
By elliptic estimates w E C2+1x(a) and, by uniqueness, w is independent 
of 8 (since w(r, 8 + 27r,#) is also a solution). We now assume that 
w E C3+‘(fi) and derive Estimate (4.5); if we then approximate R and h by 
smooth (C3+‘) functions R,, h,, for which the corresponding solution w, 
is in C3+a, and apply (4.5) to w,, we obtain the assertion of the lemma 
asm+cO. 
To prove (4.5) consider the function 
v=vu, .vw. 
Clearly 
dv=2+L a2w - = f E C(B). ax, axj axiaxj 
Also 
Hence 
vlan =heC’+‘. 
We wish to use this bound in order to prove that 
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For simplicity we shall first consider the case where u,, is radially symmetric 
and, in fact, 
V% = (Xl, x2, x3). 
Then u is radially symmetric and, setting 
x=Jm, y=x,, 
we can write 
w = 4% Y h 0 = u(x, y). 
The functions w, u belong to C2+a in the closed region 
{ko,Y,~~}-{ (x, y)&n {x* =O}} d&, 
and 
u=xw, + yw,. 
It follows that 
w, + YW,), E cl+a@lZ,), 
(xw, + YW,), E cl + vh 1. 
Also dw = (l/x)(xw,), + wYY = 0. Hence 
(xwx), + YW, =J’, EC’+‘(%), 
xw,+w,=F,~C~+~(i&). 
Since x2 + y2 2 c > 0, we find that 
W YY =$7 (YF, -~F,)E C’+a@d, 
W XY =&-/YJ’, -xJ’d~C~+~(S”id, (4.7) 
; (xw,), = F3 E &WI -YF~)~C’+“U%. (4.8) 
It follows that D3w E C’[d, n {x > fs}] for any 6 > 0 and the C’-norm 
can be estimated by the right-hand side of (4.5). It remains to consider w 
in the region Q,, where y> eO(x), x< 6 and in the region Q,, where 
y < Ii/i(x), x < 6; here y = tiO(x) is the part r1 of ad, where 4 is near 0 and 
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y = $,(x) is the part of ad, where 4 is near rc. It will suffices to consider 
w in Q,,. 
Note that $b(O)=O and therefore 
1$0(x) - $o(O)l G Ax’, A constant. 
It follows that 
(tx, y+Ax2)~Q, if (4 Y)EQ,,. (4.9) 
Denote by d,, the union of a1 and its reflection with respect o {x = 0 >. 
The function w, satisfies 
(w,),, + (wx)yy =xw”I;wxd‘y in C?,,, (4.10) 
a 
ay wx = w-xy 
E c’+x(~l), (4.11) 
where pi = {(x, y); y = ijo( -6 <x < S}. 
We claim that 
F&G Y) 
X2 
E Cq&J. 
Indeed, 
F&, Y) 1 F&G Y + Ax21 ~=~CF~(X,Y)-F~(X,Y+AX~)I+ x2 
X2 
We can write F5 in the form 
A j; % (x, y + tAx2) dt, 
and aF,/ay = (xw, - wxy)e C”. Hence F, E Ca(fii,,). 
Next in view of (4.9) we can write 
F,=Llxsw 
x2 0 
xxx(s, Y + Ax’) ds 
s 
1 
= tw,,,(xt, y + Ax2) dt; 
0 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
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From (4.81, if y1 = y + AXE, 
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and 
Substituting this into (4.13) and using (4.8), we conclude that F6 E Cor(fi,,). 
Recalling that F5 also belongs to Cn(W,,)t we see that (4.12) is satisfied. 
By elliptic estimates we then conclude from (4.10), (4.11) that 
w, EC*+=@,,). 
Recalling (4.61, (4.7) we conclude that D3wg P(b,,) and that the 
C,-norm of D3w can be estimated by the right-hand side of (4.5). This 
completes the proof of (4.5) and of the lemma, in case Vu0 = (x,, x2, x3). 
In the general case 
vu, . VW = aw, + bw, (aZ+b2>0) 
and a/xtz CZCa since &,/3x = 5 when x = 0 and u0 E C3’ “(-R3\&,) by 
assumption. It follows that 
xw, + pw, f c* +. ys5i, ), p)E c*+q2*), 
and we can proceed as before, with minor changes. 
LEMMA 4.2. &%.q~~ose 
h-vi =o in Jij = fr > R,(4) + R,fO, tj)), 
vu0 *VW, = hJ@, $4) on ai&, 
where h,, R, EC2,+aL(S2) (i= 1, 2). If IR.1 _ , c1 g a, where a0 is sufficiently 
small, then 
5OS/RI/l-II 
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v, = awj awi awi c-- I ax,' a.$ ax, )I r=Ro())+R,(B,)) 
and C is a constant depending only on lhilC2+2, IRj(c~+a. 
ProojI Let R3 = R, + d, d = 1 R, - R, ( c~, and consider the problems 
Aw 2+i =o in a3 = (r > R,(4) + R,(B, d)}, 
Vu, .Vwz+i = hi(8, 4) on a52,, 
w,(co)=0 
for i = 1, 2. We have 
1~3 - WI I c2+ya3) d C lb -[h ‘VWIlr=Ro+R~1C’+u(S2) 
= I,%, ‘VW,lr=R,,+R,- [vu, .VW11,=Ro+R,(C1+‘(S2) 
<C IR, - R2I~1+a~s~~. 
since wi E C3+c((fi,) by Lemma 4.1. Similarly 
Finally, by elliptic estimates, 
Combining these estimates, Inequality (4.14) follows. 
Consider a differential equation 
WL 1) I+M.VR([, t)=E (4.15) 
with 
Rti, 1) = R,(i), (4.16) 
where 5 varies in S* and R -+ M. VR is an invariantly defined vector field 
on S*. In any local coordinate system (cl. c2) we can rewrite (4.15) in the 
form 
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LEMMA 4.3. Suppose the functions A, B, E in their local coordinates 
belong to C2+a*o and R, EC’+’ (S2). Then (4.16), (4.17) has a unique 
solution in C2+“xo(S2 x [0, T]), and 
IRIc~+~s~)~[o,~~) 
G CiT IElc*+qs2. [o,rl) + IRo I c2+.(s2) >I (4.18) 
where C is a constant depending only on 
IAJc~+a,o + jBIC2+.,0. 
Proof. It suffices to construct R(c, t) for small time in a local coor- 
dinate system, since, by uniqueness, the solutions in overlapping coordinate 
patches will coincide. Let (cl, c2) var in such a coordinate system, and y 
introduce the characteristic urves ii = ii(t; rr, r2) by 
Then 
We can now proceed as in Lemma 2.3 to prove that ii(t, tl, t2) E C 1,2+’ 
and, for each t, 
is a local diffeomorphism. The assertions of existence and uniqueness and 
the estimate (4.18) (locally) then follow from (4.19). 
LEMMA 4.4. Zf 
8Ri 
~+Ai&+Bi~=Ei 
1 2 
in the local coordinates patches, and 
Ri(C, 0) = Rio(i) (i= 1,2), 
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then 
IR, -R*IC~+~.~(S2.~O.T,) 1 < C{ IR,,o - R2.o Icl+ysq 
+ TIE, --*Icl+%O}, (4.20) 
where C is a constant depending only on 
Proof: The proof follows from Representation (4.19); cf. the proof of 
Lemma 2.5 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We cover S’ by a finite number of coordinate 
patches i = (c, , c2) such that, for each patch, (r, {) are related to the 
Cartesian coordinates by an orthogonal transformation. Set 
24 = ug + w, (4.21) 
@ = r - R,(d) - R,(i, t) (iES2). (4.22) 
Then (1.1~(1.5), (1.7) are equivalent to 
Aw=O in O,={(r,[);r>RO+RI}, (4.23) 
2vuo .vw= 
I[ 
h-l;y,y -2 IVuo12 2 1 
-gY-lW2 on ad,, 
aR, ,t+V(w+~,))VRI =V@,.Vw on ad,, 
R,(L 0) = 0, 
w(c0, t)=O. 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
Set DT = S2 x [0, T] and introduce function spaces 
P'{fEC ’ + a,‘( DT), f axially symmetric} 
KL = (R, I/,, V,, V,); R, I-‘,, V,, V,inK,and 
i 
3 
where A4 = (M,, AI,); the Mj will be chosen to be small. 
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For any (R,, V,, V,, V,) in K&, let 
fl, = Cr, i; r> R,(d) + R,(L t), 5 f S*), O<t<T 
and consider the problem 
dw(X, t) = 0 for XEEI~, (4.28) 
2vu, .vw = H(r, t)- ; v;g, t) on XZ,, (4.29) 
i=l 
w(co,l)=O, (4.30) 
where X= (r, c), 
By Lemma 4.1 (and its proof) there exists a unique solution w in C3fa*o. 
Next consider the problem 
~+A,(i,~)~+A,(i,I)~=v~,.Vw, 
1 2 
(4.31) 
R( [, 0) = 0, (4.32) 
where 
By Lemma 4.3 there is a unique solution i? E C * + a-o(S, x [0, 7’1) provided 
T is small enough. 
We now define an operator S by 
where ~w/ax~ are evaiuated at r = R,(4) + R,(c, t). If we can prove that S 
has a fixed point (R, V,, V2, V,), then (4.21), (4.22) will form a solution 
to (1.1~( IS), (1.7) (the fixed point condition ensures that (4.24) and (4.25) 
hold). 
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We claim that for suitable Mi, M,, T 
S maps K& into itself. (4.33) 
Indeed, as easily seem 
Hence 
Applying Lemma 4.1 to (4.28)-(4.30) we get 
Iw(c:+a.o 6 C,M, + C‘Jcf$ + Cd&O. 
Next we apply Lemma 4.3 to (4.31), (4.32) and obtain 
QQ+a.o <C,T, 
where C, = C,(M,, M,). If we now choose sO, M,, M, small such that 
and then choose T sufficiently small such that C, T< M,, then (4.33) 
follows. 
Next, proceeding analogously to Section 2, we apply Lemmas 4.2, 4.4 to 
(4.28~(4.30) and (4.31), (4.32) to deduce that if 
S(R,, Vi) = (it?, V,f+=) (i’ 1, 2), 
where Vi = ( Y, ) Vz, V,), V,* = (VT, V;, VT), then 
Hence, if Mz and T are sufficiently small then S is a contraction in the 
C b+ “3’~norm in K &. It follows that 5’ has a unique fixed point. 
We have thus completed the proof of existence of a solution; uniqueness 
follows from the uniqueness of the fixed point for S. Finally, Estimates 
(1.19), (1.20) follow from the estimates derived in the proof of (4.33). 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.3 
provided we use Lemmas 4.1, 4.3 instead of Lemmas 2.2, 2.4. 
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5. G IS A BOUNDED DOMAIN 
Theorem 1.3 extends to the case when G is a bounded domain in R2 or 
IW3withC2+“boundaryaG={r=R,(i)},wherei=8(O~8~2~)ifn=2 
and [ = 4 (0 < 4 < n) if n = 3 (G is axially symmetric if n = 3). We require 
a boundary condition 
ag+bu=h on aG (5.1) 
with b > 0 and either a ~0 or a > 0 along LK2, and assume that a, b, h 
belong to C 2 + ‘. 
We need to impose a condition similar to (1.16), i.e., there exists a 
solution u0 of 
Au, =0 in G,, whereG,=Gn{r>R,([)-6,}forsome6,>0, 
+,12+g’y+&=b on r = Rdi), (5.2) 
u0 satisfies (5.1). 
We also assume that (1.17) holds. Then the assertion of Theorems 1.3 
holds, for either n = 3 or n = 2, with (1.7) or (1.6) replaced by (5.1). 
Theorem 1.4 also extends to the present case provided R,(i) is assumed 
to have the same regularity as R,(c). In particular, if both R,, R, are 
analytic then the free boundary r = R([, t) is analytic in [, for each t, and 
C” in (c, t). But we also have, in this case, a stronger result: 
If R,(i), R,(i) are analytic then R([, t) is analytic in ([, t). (5.3) 
To prove this assertion, say for n = 2, we consider the elliptic problem for 
Df Dru and the corresponding first order equation for Df DrR(0, t), and 
estimate 0: D~u by the Schauder boundary estimates. We can then show, 
by double induction, that if 
ID’D’,ul <A,B’A’(l+j-3)!, 
,D;D’& <A,B’A’(I+j-3)! 
for all j= 1, 2, . . . and I= 1, 2, . . . . k - 1 then the same holds for all j = 1, 2, . . . 
and I= k, provided A and B/A are sufficiently large. This yields Assertion 
(5.3). 
Remark 5.1. It seems extremely difficult to study the free boundary 
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problem with (1.2) replaced by the true Bernoulli’s law (1.2’). However, if 
we replace (1.2’) by 
au -, 
~lvu,,12+gy+Po=h--& (n = 1, 2, . ..) (5.4) 
and denote by uO the solution established in this paper, then we can 
construct step-by-step (in case of C” data) a sequence of functions u,, 
uniquely defined as solutions of (l.lt(1.6) (or (l.l)-(1.5), (1.7)) with (1.2) 
replaced by (5.4). This sequence may possibly provide an approximation 
for the solution of the complete bubble problem. 
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